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Shell-model calculations for L
16O and L

17O using microscopic effective interactions withS degrees
of freedom
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Shell-model calculations in a large model space are performed forL
16O and L

17O. Effective interactions with
degrees of freedom ofS in addition toL and nucleons are derived from hyperon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon
interactions within the framework of the unitary-model-operator approach. Effects of theS degrees of freedom
and the parity-mixing intershell coupling on theL hypernuclear structure are investigated, employing the
Nijmegen NSC97a-f and NSC89 hyperon-nucleon potentials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenging problems in theoretical studies
L hypernuclei is to describe their properties, starting fro
hyperon-nucleon (YN) and nucleon-nucleon (NN) interac-
tions given in free space. The nuclear shell-model appro
would be one of the promising methods for this proble
over a wide range of mass numbers ofL hypernuclei. In
shell-model calculations, however, we need to introduce
effective interaction because of a limited dimension o
shell-model space.

Microscopic derivation of an effective interaction fo
nuclear shell-model calculations is a fundamental prob
for a deeper understanding of nuclei. TheG matrix has often
been introduced as an approximate effective interaction,
ing into account the state dependence, the medium ef
and the Pauli-blocking effect in a nucleus. Haoet al. per-
formed the shell-model calculation forL

16O, deriving the
LN G matrix for a finite system@1#. Afterward, Tzenget al.
have developed their approach to the effectiveLN interac-
tion by calculating core polarization diagrams and fold
diagrams@2# in addition to the bareG matrix @3#. They have
also proposed the two-frequency shell model by introduc
different frequencies of the harmonic-oscillator~h.o.! wave
functions in order to describe different spreads of the w
functions ofL and nucleons@4#.

As for the treatment of theL wave function, Motoba has
discussed that the mixing of higher nodal h.o. basis functi
is needed for the description of the weekly bound 0p states
of L in the study ofL

16O together withL
17O @5,6#, using the

YNG interaction proposed by Bando¯and Yamamoto@7#.
The L

16O is a representative hypernucleus for which e
perimental data are comparatively accumulated. Furt
more, a high-resolutiong-ray spectroscopy experiment fo

L
16O has been performed at BNL@8#. Useful information on
fine structures reflecting the properties of the underlyingYN
interactions should be obtained. In such a situation, it is
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highly interest to examine to what extent theYN interactions
proposed up to now reproduce experimental data on thL
hypernuclear structure. For this reason, the importance
accurate derivation of the effective interaction for the she
model calculation has been growing.

In our previous works@9,10#, we have proposed a metho
for a microscopic description ofL hypernuclei within the
framework of the unitary-model-operator approach~UMOA!
@11#. The UMOA is a many-body theory that leads to a
energy independent and Hermitian effective interact
which possesses the decoupling property@12# between two
states in a model space and an excluded one. An effec
Hamiltonian is given by a unitary transformation of an orig
nal Hamiltonian. We here note that this type of effecti
interaction has been used in recent accurate calculation
light nuclei, for example, the no-core shell model@13# and
the method of the effective-interaction hyperspherical h
monics@14#.

We applied the UMOA to the calculations ofL single-
particle energies inL

17O andL
41Ca@10#, usingYN interactions

given by the Nijmegen@15,16# and the Ju¨lich @17# groups.
Some reasonable results were obtained, such as the s
spin-orbit splitting ofL @18# compared with those in nucle
though the calculated energies considerably depend on
YN interactions employed. It was also confirmed that t
mixing of higher nodal h.o. basis states was important for
description of theL wave function.

In this work, we try to perform shell-model calculation
for L

16O in addition to L
17O. In the shell-model calculation

for L hypernuclei made so far, the effects of theSN channel
have been treated as renormalization into aLN effective
interaction in many cases. TheS degrees of freedom hav
not been treated explicitly in the shell-model calculation
Therefore, it is interesting to derive an effectiveYN interac-
tion which includes not only theLN channel but also the
SN one, and to apply such an effective interaction to sh
model calculations forL hypernuclei. Another difference o
our approach from the usual shell-model calculations is t
we do not employ the experimental single-particle energ
of nucleons. Instead, we use the calculated single-par
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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energies of nucleons which are determined with the effec
NN interactions. We also use the single-particle energie
L andS determined in a similar way.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the pro
dure for the shell-model calculation is given. The calcula
results for L

17O and L
16O using the Nijmegen soft-core 9

~NSC97! @16# and NSC89@15# potentials are shown in Sec
III. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Sec. IV.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

A. Effective Hamiltonian

We first consider a Hamiltonian of a hypernuclear syst
consisting of nucleons and oneL ~or S). It may be written
in the second-quantization form as

H5(
ab

^autNub&ca
†cb1

1

4 (
abgd

^abuvN1N2
ugd&ca

†cb
†cdcg

1(
mn

^mutY1Dmun&dm
† dn

1 (
manb

^mauvYNunb&dm
† ca

†cbdn , ~1!

where c† (c) is the creation~annihilation! operator for a
nucleon in the usual notation, andd† (d) is the creation~an-
nihilation! operator for a hyperon,L or S. The kinetic en-
ergies of a nucleon and a hyperon are denoted bytN andtY ,
respectively. The quantitiesvN1N2

andvYN represent theNN

and YN interactions, respectively. The symbolsa, b, g,
andd are used for the sets of quantum numbers of nucl
states, andm andn for those of hyperon states. Theuab& is
the antisymmetrized and normalized two-bodyNN state. The
term Dm denotes the difference between the rest masse
L andS.

In order to properly treat the short-range two-body cor
lation, we introduce a unitary transformation of the Ham
tonian as

H̃5e2SHeS, ~2!

whereS is the sum of antiHermitian two-body operators f
the NN andYN systems defined as

S5S(NN)1S(YN), ~3!

with

S(NN)5
1

4 (
abgd

^abuSN1N2
ugd&ca

†cb
†cdcg , ~4!

S(YN)5 (
manb

^mauSYNunb&dm
† ca

†cbdn . ~5!

We adopt a cluster expansion of the unitarily transform
Hamiltonian as

H̃5H̃ (1)1H̃ (2)1 . . . , ~6!
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where the first two terms are written explicitly as

H̃ (1)5(
ab

^auhNub&ca
†cb1(

mn
^muhYun&dm

† dn , ~7!

H̃ (2)5
1

4 (
abgd

^abuṽN1N2
ugd&ca

†cb
†cdcg2(

ab
^auuNub&ca

†cb

1 (
manb

^mauṽYNunb&dm
† ca

†cbdn2(
mn

^muuYun&dm
† dn .

~8!

Since the exponentS in Eq. ~2! is a two-body operator, the
one-body parts inH̃ are unchanged and given by

hN5tN1uN , ~9!

hY5tY1uY1DmY . ~10!

The termsuk for k5N andY are the auxiliary single-particle
potentials of a nucleon and a hyperon, respectively, an
this stage they are arbitrary. The quantitiesṽkl for $kl%
5$N1N2% and $YN% are the transformed two-body intera
tions for theNN andYN systems, and they are given by

ṽN1N2
5e2SN1N2~hN1

1hN2
1vN1N2

!eSN1N22~hN1
1hN2

!,
~11!

ṽYN5e2SYN~hY1hN1vYN!eSYN2~hY1hN!. ~12!

In nuclear many-body problems, it is important how
choose the auxiliary potentialuk . We introduceuN anduY as
self-consistent potentials defined with the transformed tw
body interactionsṽN1N2

and ṽYN as

^auuNub&5 (
j<rF

^ajuṽN1N2
ubj&, ~13!

^muuYun&5 (
j<rF

^mjuṽYNunj&, ~14!

whererF is the uppermost occupied level, and the symboj
indicates an occupied state for nucleons. IfuN and uY are
defined as given in Eqs.~13! and~14!, it can be proved that
the second and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~8!
are canceled by the contributions of the bubble diagram
the first and third terms, respectively. Therefore, the clus
terms H̃ (1) and H̃ (2) include only the one- and two-bod
operators, respectively, if we write them in the norm
product form with respect to particles and holes@11#.

The transformed HamiltonianH̃ contains, in general
three-or-more-body transformed interactions, even if
starting HamiltonianH in Eq. ~1! does not include three-or
more-body interactions. In the previous paper@10#, a method
of evaluating the three-body cluster~TBC! effect has been
presented for the calculation ofL single-particle energies
The TBC terms are generated as the transformed three-b
1-2
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interactions among theYNN and NNN systems, and they
contain generally two factors of the correlation operatorSkl
for $kl%5$N1N2% and $YN%. It has been verified that th
matrix elements of the correlation operator are quite sm
and thus the TBC contributions to theL single-particle en-
ergies are considerably smaller than the contributions fr
the one- and two-body cluster terms. The TBC contributio
to theL single-particle energies inL

17O were found to be a
most 4% of theL potential energy. Therefore, we assum
that the TBC terms do not have significant effects on
energy levels inL

16O, and the three-or-more-body effectiv
interactions are not included in the present calculation.

B. Model space of two-bodyNN and YN states

An important problem in the present approach is how
determine the two-body correlation operatorsSkl for $kl%
5$N1N2% and$YN% in Eqs.~4! and~5!, respectively. These
operators are given as solutions to the equation of decoup
as

Qkle
2Skl~hk1hl1vkl!e

SklPkl50, ~15!

wherePkl andQkl are projection operators which act in th
space of two-body states and project a two-body state o
the low-momentum model space and the high-momen
space, respectively. It has been proved that Eq.~15! for Skl
can be solved in a nonperturbative way@9,11# under the con-
ditions

PklSklPkl5QklSklQkl50. ~16!

In order to actually calculate the effective interaction, w
need two-body model spaces for theNN andYN channels.
We choose the same model space for theNN channel as in
Ref. @11#. We here define the model space of theYN channel
as follows: Two-bodyYN states forY5L andS are given
by the product of the h.o. wave functions as

umYaN&5unYl Yj YmY ,nNl Nj NmN&, ~17!

with the h.o. quantum numbers,$nY ,l Y , j Y ,mY% and
$nN ,l N , j N ,mN%, of a hyperon and a nucleon, respective
The model space of theYN channel PLN1PSN and its
complementQLN1QSN are defined with boundary numbe
rL andrS as

umLaN&PH PLN if 2nL1 l L12nN1 l N<rL ,

QLN otherwise,
~18!

and

umSaN&PH PSN if 2nS1 l S12nN1 l N<rS ,

QSN otherwise.
~19!

Note that the numbersrL and rS are zero or positive inte
gers. In Fig. 1, the model space and its complement
shown. TheYN states in the spaceQLN

(X)1QSN
(X) specified by

the numbersrL , rS , rF , andrX in Fig. 1 should be ex-
cluded due to the Pauli principle for nucleons, and defined
05430
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umLaN&PQLN
(X) if rL,2nL1 l L12nN1 l N<rX ,

and 0<2nN1 l N<rF , ~20!

and

umSaN&PQSN
(X) if rS,2nS1 l S12nN1 l N<rX ,

and 0<2nN1 l N<rF . ~21!

The numberrF denotes the highest occupied orbit in the co
nucleus and is taken asrF51 in the present case of16O. The
value of rX should be chosen as large as possible so a
exclude theYN states in the Pauli-blockedQYN

(X) space. In the
present calculation, we take asrX512. The values ofrL and
rS , in principle, should be taken as a large value so that
results become independent ofrL and rS . As for rL , we
take asrL58 which has been shown to be sufficiently lar
in the previous work@9#. The rS dependence of calculate
energy levels inL

17O and L
16O will be discussed in detail in

Sec. III.
The effective interactionṽYN in Eq. ~12! is determined by

solving the decoupling equation in Eq.~15! between the
model spacePYN5PLN1PSN and the spaceQYN5(QLN

2QLN
(X) )1(QSN2QSN

(X) ). The detailed procedure for solvin
the decoupling equation has been given in Ref.@9#.

C. Shell-model diagonalization

We proceed to discuss the calculation procedure for
shell-model diagonalization. The shell-model spaces
adopt are given by

dL
† uf0& % dL

† a†b†uf0& % dS
† a†b†uf0&, ~22!

for L
17O and

dL
† b†uf0& % dS

† b†uf0& % dL
† a†b†b†uf0& % dS

† a†b†b†uf0&,
~23!

for L
16O, wheredL

† (dS
† ) is the creation operator of aL (S),

anda† andb† are the creation operators of a particle and
hole, respectively, for nucleons. The stateuf0& is the unper-
turbed ground state of the core nucleus which is the parti
hole vacuum satisfyingauf0&5buf0&50.

FIG. 1. The model space of theLN ~a! andSN ~b! channels and
its complement.
1-3
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In general, the transformed HamiltonianH̃ in Eq. ~2! in-
cludes three-or-more-body effective interactions. In
present calculation, as mentioned before, we neglect
many-body effective interactions, and take the one- and t
body parts inH̃. In this approximation, the direct coupling o
dL

† uf0& and dL
† a†a†b†b†uf0& in L

17O does not occur any
more. This is because the operatorSN1N2

in Eq. ~4! is deter-
mined so that the transformed Hamiltonian does not con
interactions inducing two-particle-two-hole (2p-2h) excita-
tions in the ground state of the core nucleus@11#. The same
discussion applies to the direct coupling ofdL

† b†uf0& and
dL

† a†a†b†b†b†uf0& in L
16O. On these considerations, we ta

only the shell-model spaces as in Eqs.~22! and~23! in which
the effective Hamiltonian is diagonalized.

It should be noted that since we diagonalize the unita
transformed HamiltonianH̃ in Eq. ~2!, a true eigenstate o
the original HamiltonianH can be given by a transforme
state. That is to say, an eigenstate ofH denoted byuCk& is
given by eSuck&, where uck& is an eigenstate of the trans
formed HamiltonianH̃. The correlated ground state of th
core nucleusuF0& is related to the unperturbed shell-mod
ground stateuf0& as uF0&5eSuf0&. In general,uF0& con-
tains 2p-2h, 4p-4h, and higher-order particle-hole compo
nents through the unitary transformationeS with the two-
body correlation operatorS. In a similar way, the
transformed stateuCk& contains many-particle-many-hol
components consistently with the correlations in the grou
state of the core nucleus.

We here want to discuss theL-S coupling three-body
force of which effect has been pointed out by Tzenget al.
@3,4#. In the present shell-model calculation we neglect
transformed three-or-more-body interactions, but this d
not mean to neglect theL-S three-body force. In our ap
proach theSN-LN coupling terms remain in the trans
formed Hamiltonian, if we include theSN states in theYN
model space. Therefore, theSN-LN coupling is evaluated a
configuration mixing ofS-nucleons states intoL-nucleons
ones.

In shell-model calculations, spurious states caused by
center-of-mass~c.m.! motion often mix with physical states
In the present case, the 1p-1h spurious 12(T50) state in
16O affects low-lying physical states, especially, the 3/22(T
50) and 1/22(T50) states inL

17O @19#. In order to remove
the spurious c.m. state, we add the following term

Hb5bu12
c.m.&^1

2
c.m.u ~24!

to the effective Hamiltonian, and then the Hamiltonian
diagonalized. We take asb53\v in Eq. ~24! with the h.o.
frequency\v, and we eliminate the spurious 12 state from
the low-lying states under consideration.

As for the value of\v, we take as\v514 MeV because
the result tends to the saturation minimum of the bind
energy in 16O at close this value@20#. We employ the same
value 14 MeV for\v of the hyperonsL andS. In general,
the spreads of the wave functions of the hyperons and nu
05430
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ons are different from each other. If one tries to describe
states of the hyperons and nucleons using the h.o. wave f
tions, one may choose the different frequencies as don
the two-frequency shell model@4#. In the present work, how-
ever, we take the values of\v commonly for the hyperons
and nucleons, because the final result in the shell-model
culation should be, in principle, independent of\v if we
take a sufficiently large model space in the calculation.

Since we diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian in t
space of the particle-hole states, we should remove unlink
diagram contributions in a suitable way. In our approa
nondiagonal matrix elements of the one-body part of
nucleon remain in the effective Hamiltonian, which induc
the 1p-1h excitation and causes the unlinked-diagram effe
In order to remove the unlinked terms, we calculate se
rately the correlation energyEc of the core nucleus in the
space ofuf0& % a†b†uf0&. We then subtractEc from the ei-
genvalueESM of the shell-model effective Hamiltonian. In
the case ofL

17O, the value ofESM2Ec corresponds to the
binding energy ofL measured from the16O1L threshold.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We performed calculations employing the Nijmegen so
core 97~NSC97! @16# and NSC89@15# potentials for theYN
interaction. As for theNN interaction, we choose the Par
@21# potential. All the interaction matrix elements of th
Hamiltonian in Eq.~2! are derived from these bare intera
tions within the framework of the UMOA. In these calcula
tions we do not introduce any adjustable parameters and
perimental values such as single-particle energies ofL, S,
and nucleons. This sort of microscopic calculation would
worthy of revealing the states of the presentYN interactions.

A. Structure of L
17O

In Fig. 2, we first show the calculated energy levels inL
17O

for the NSC97d and NSC97f potentials as a function ofrS .
The results correspond to theL single-particle energies in

FIG. 2. The calculated energy levels inL
17O for the NSC97d and

NSC97f potentials as a function ofrS . The energy levels forLN
are the results for the case without theSN channel in the model
space.
1-4
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TABLE I. The values of the calculated energy levels inL
17O for the NSC97a-f potentials forrS55. The

quantity DEls stands for the magnitude of theL spin-orbit splitting defined asDEls5E(1/22)2E(3/22).
The values in parentheses denote the results using the renormalized ‘‘LN’’ effective interaction. All energies
are in MeV.

NSC97a NSC97b NSC97c NSC97d NSC97e NSC97f

1/22 23.29 23.19 23.51 23.24 22.82 21.65
(23.44) (23.37) (23.67) (23.34) (22.87) (21.65)

3/22 23.72 23.75 24.23 24.12 23.77 22.60
(23.91) (23.95) (24.42) (24.24) (23.84) (22.64)

1/21 217.04 217.14 217.91 217.79 217.26 215.42
(217.39) (217.46) (218.23) (217.99) (217.40) (215.47)

DEls 0.44 0.56 0.72 0.88 0.94 0.95
(0.47) (0.58) (0.74) (0.90) (0.97) (0.99)
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cluding the effect of core polarization. One can see that
results for both potentials are stable for the change of
values ofrS , and almost the same as the results for ‘‘LN. ’’
The LN means that theSN channel is not included in the
model space. This suggests that the effects of theSN chan-
nel into theLN effective interaction can be well renorma
ized. It has been confirmed that this tendency of the con
gence is also observed for the other NSC97 models.

In Table I, we tabulate the calculated energy levels inL
17O

with the values of theL spin-orbit splitting for the
NSC97a-f potentials. In this table the values forrS55 are
presented as the sets of convergent results in this study,
we also list the values in parentheses which are the res
for LN for reference. The results show that the energies
the NSC97c are the most attractive in the NSC97 models,
the other hand, those for the NSC97f are the least attractive
This trend is also seen in the calculation for nuclear matte
in Ref. @16#. We also see that theL spin-orbit splittings
become larger from the NSC97a to NSC97f . Recently, the
magnitude of theL spin-orbit splitting in L

13C has been es
tablished experimentally asDEls(L

13C)5E(1/22)2E(3/22)
5152654(stat)636(syst) keV@18#. Our results of theL
spin-orbit splitting in L

17O for the NSC97 models may con
siderably larger than the value suggested from the exp
mental result ofL

13C.
We note here that the present results in Table I agree

with those obtained in the previous work@10# in which the
calculation was made perturbatively. We may say that b
methods, the shell-model diagonalization and the pertu
tive method, are workable in the calculation of theL single-
particle energies inL hypernuclei which have the simpl
structure. In the following section, we shall proceed to stu
a more complex system, namely,L

16O by the shell-model di-
agonalization.

B. Structure of L
16O

Experimental energy levels inL
16O are usually relative to

the ground state of15O. Since we employ the particle-hol
formalism, the results of the shell-model diagonalization
relative to the ground state of16O. Therefore, we subtrac
the mass difference between15O and 16O from the calcu-
05430
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lated results in order to compare our results with the exp
mental spectrum. The mass difference is computed by
shell-model diagonalization in the space of the 1h
1(1p-2h) configuration, using the nucleon parts of the e
fective Hamiltonian in Eq.~2!.

In Fig. 3, we show therS dependence of the calculate
energies for low-lying states inL

16O for the NSC97d and
NSC97f . One can see that the energy levels of the nega
parity states become slightly more attractive as the value
rS becomes larger. We may say, however, that the splitti
of the ground-stated doublet (01

2,11
2) hardly change, and

thus almost convergent results are obtained. On the o
hand, in the first-excited doublet (12

2,21
2), the splittings be-

come slightly smaller asrS increases. These trends have a
been observed in the results for the other NSC97 model

There are some arguments that the splittings of the s
doublets (J.,,5Jcore6s1/2

L ) in L hypernuclei depend on th
spin-dependentLN interactions, such as the spin-spin a
tensor interactions@16,22#. In addition, theSN-LN coupling
may affect not only the magnitude of the splittings but a
the ordering of the levels for the spin doublets. In fact, t
inversion of levels appears, in Fig. 3, as seen in the result
the first-excited doublet (12

2,21
2) for the NSC97f at rS51

and 2 though the splitting energies are very small.

FIG. 3. TherS dependence of the calculated results of lo
lying states inL

16O.
1-5
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TABLE II. The calculated energy values of the low-lying states inL
16O for the NSC97a-f potentials for

rS55. The quantityDE1,2 stands for the magnitude of the splitting between the 12
2 and 21

2 states defined as
DE1,25E(12

2)2E(21
2), andDE1,0 is defined asDE1,05E(11

2)2E(01
2). The values in parentheses deno

the results using the renormalizedLN effective interaction. All energies are in MeV.

NSC97a NSC97b NSC97c NSC97d NSC97e NSC97f

12
1 24.38 24.38 24.80 24.59 24.15 22.88

(24.26) (24.25) (24.69) (24.55) (24.17) (22.96)
21

1 24.50 24.58 25.13 25.02 24.63 23.37
(24.36) (24.43) (24.99) (24.95) (24.61) (23.39)

01
1 24.98 25.16 25.90 25.95 25.63 24.22

(24.86) (25.04) (25.80) (25.98) (25.72) (24.38)
11

1 25.67 25.76 26.38 26.21 25.74 24.20
(25.60) (25.70) (26.32) (26.25) (25.83) (24.36)

12
2 210.74 210.93 211.77 211.75 211.33 29.70

(210.25) (210.45) (211.32) (211.44) (211.08) (29.50)
21

2 211.69 211.71 212.36 212.04 211.43 29.58
(211.39) (211.43) (212.08) (211.87) (211.31) (29.53)

11
2 217.24 217.34 218.14 217.96 217.43 215.60

(216.85) (216.96) (217.76) (217.71) (217.23) (215.45)
01

2 217.93 217.93 218.57 218.20 217.57 215.70
(217.48) (217.51) (218.12) (217.89) (217.32) (215.58)

DE1,2 0.96 0.78 0.60 0.29 0.10 20.12
(1.15) (0.98) (0.75) (0.43) (0.22) (0.03)

DE1,0 0.69 0.59 0.41 0.23 0.13 0.11
(0.64) (0.56) (0.36) (0.18) (0.10) (0.13)
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Tzenget al. have shown that the 12 states for both of the
doublets become more attractive compared to the other
partners if they take into account the effect of theL-S cou-
pling three-body force@4#. In our approach, the effect of th
L-S three-body force is automatically taken into accou
when we include theSN channel in the model space, a
discussed before. In our results the trend of theL-S three-
body effect on the first-excited doublet agrees with the
sults by them, but that on the ground-state doublet does
necessarily agree for the NSC97f .

We should say, however, that theL-S three-body effect
on the energy levels may appear more clearly if we use aYN
potential which has a strongSN-LN interaction such as the
NSC89 potential. As a matter of fact, both splittings of t
doublets become larger asrS increases, if we use th
NSC89. For example, the splitting energies of the grou
state doublet are 0.17 and 0.61 MeV, respectively, for
cases ofLN andrS55, and those of the first-excited dou
blet, 0.26 and 0.81 MeV. We note here that both of the2

states are always more attractive than the other spin par
for the NSC89 regardless of the values ofrS , which is a
different feature from the results for the NSC97 models. O
results of the two doublets for the NSC89 agree fairly w
with their results@4#.

In Table II, the calculated energies of the low-lying sta
for rS55 are tabulated for the NSC97a-f potentials. The
results forLN are also shown in parentheses for referen
Smooth variation of the splittings of the ground and fir
excited doublets with negative parity is observed when
change theYN potentials from the NSC97a to NSC97f . It
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may be considered that this variation is a reflection of
different strengths of the spin-dependent interactions or
nated from the variation of the magneticF/(F1D) ratio aV

m

for the vector mesons in the NSC97a-f @16#. The gradual
change can be also seen in theL spin-orbit splitting in L

17O
as shown in Table I. We note that the 11

2 state of the ground-
state doublet lies in energy above the 01

2 state for the
NSC97a-f .

In the E930 experiment at BNL, twog transitions from
the 12

2 state to the ground-state doublet (01
2 ,11

2) are ex-
pected to be observed@8#. From these the magnitude of th
splitting of the ground-state doublet should be establish
Our results might help to constrain parameters such asaV

m

for the NSC97 models in determiningYN interactions.
As for the positive parity states, one can see that the

culated results have very weak dependence onrS for the
NSC97d and NSC97f in Fig. 3. It has been confirmed tha
similar tendency is observed for the other NSC97 models
Table II, the calculated energies of the positive- a
negative-parity states have been tabulated for the NSC97a-f
potentials. In Fig. 4, we also show the calculated ene
levels using the NSC97a-f and NSC89 potentials forrS

55 together with the experimental levels.
An interesting feature can be seen concerning the rela

position of the 01
1 and 21

1 states. Our results of the 01
1 state

are below the 21
1 state in energy, except for the NSC89. T

relative positions of the 01
1 and 21

1 states in our results show
a different feature from the results of the shell-model cal
lations by other groups@5,4# though the sameYN interac-
1-6
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16O AND L

17O USING MICROSCOPIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054301 ~2002!
tions are employed. In those calculations, the 21
1 state lies

below the 01
1 state. In a simple picture, the 01

1 and 21
1 states

have the main components composed of@0p1/2
L ,0p1/2

21# and
@0p3/2

L ,0p1/2
21#, respectively. Thus, the 21

1 state should be be
low the 01

1 state in connection with the positions of the 0p3/2
L

and 0p1/2
L states which are separated in energy by theL

spin-orbit splitting in L
17O.

We found that the inversion of the levels in our resu
was caused mainly by the parity-mixing intershell coupli
in 1\v excitation as discussed by Motoba@5#. As a unique
feature of the structure ofL hypernuclei, negative- and
positive-parity nuclear core states can couple in the sa
energy region through a transition ofL states such as th
0p1/2

L state to the 0s1/2
L state. In other words, even if th

1p-1h excitation of nuclear core pushes its energy up
about 1\v, the energy can be compensated by the transi
of L states in 1\v energy region. In our calculation usin
the NSC97f and the Paris potentials, the 01

1 state does no
have the simple@0p1/2

L ,0p1/2
21# configuration, but a rathe

complex structure, as illustrated in Table III. We see that
probability for the last configuration that includes th
positive-parity core-excited state is the same order of m
nitude as that for the first configuration that includes
negative-parity state of the core nucleus.

As for the 21
1 state, however, such a strong effect of t

parity-mixing intershell coupling does not appear. The dom
nant configuration is only@0p3/2

L ,0p1/2
21# which is the natural

configuration with the lowest unperturbed energy. It sho
be noted that the 21

1 state cannot be constructed from t
configurations including the 0s1/2

L state in the space of th
1L-1h configuration. The@0s1/2

L ,0s1/2
21# configuration can

couple with the p-h excited configuration

FIG. 4. Energy levels inL
16O. The calculated results were ob

tained for rS55. The experimental levels were taken from R
@23#.
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@0s1/2
L ,0d5/2,0p3/2

21,0p1/2
21# through theNN effective interac-

tion to construct the 01
1 state. Thus, the energies of the 01

1

and 21
1 states are dependent on the adoptedNN interaction

as well as theYN interaction. The same discussion on t
parity-mixing intershell coupling as the 01

1 state applies to
the 11

1 state as we see from Table III. Although the parit
mixing intershell coupling also affects the 21

1 state, the effect
is considerably smaller than the 01

1 and 11
1 states. Therefore

we conclude that the parity-mixing intershell couplin
strongly affects special states such as the 01

1 and 11
1 states

with the help of theNN effective interaction.
Concerning the comparison with the experimental leve

we may say that the calculated results of the excitation sp
tra from the ground state agree well with the experimen
values, on the whole, as shown in Fig. 4. The relative ene
between the lowest two levels in the experimental data c
responds to the spin-orbit splitting energy of the nucle
Our results of the splitting between the lowest two bunch
levels show a good agreement with the corresponding
perimental values. These splittings of the calculated res
are obtained, reflecting the property of the adoptedNN in-
teraction which is the Paris potential in the present study

In the present shell-model calculations, we do not emp
the experimental single-particle energies ofL, S, and nucle-
ons. The results thus obtained show directly the differen
in properties between theYN interactions. In general, the
effective YN and NN interactions are derived dependent
on the single-particle energies ofL, S, and nucleons. Thes
single-particle energies are determined by both of the s
dependent and spin-independent interactions. In this con
our results reflect not only the spin-dependent interaction
also the spin-independent one of the freeYN andNN inter-
actions.

We here make some comments on the results obtaine
Tzenget al. @4,24#. It seems that our results ofL

16O consid-
erably differ from their results at first sight. As a matter
fact, the dependence of the calculated energy levels in
absolute value on theYN interactions is different from each
other. This is mainly because of the difference of the tre
ment of the single-particle energies. In their method, a co

TABLE III. The percentage analysis of the low-lying positive
parity states forrS55. The percentage for each configuration d
notes the probability, namely, the square of mixing amplitude. T
values in parentheses denote the results using the renormalizedLN
effective interaction. The NSC97f and the Paris potentials are em
ployed for theYN andNN interactions, respectively.

Configuration 01
1 11

1 21
1

@0p1/2
L ,0p1/2

21# 30.1% 1.9% 0%
(27.4%) (1.8%) (0%)

@0p3/2
L ,0p1/2

21# 0% 37.8% 65.6%
(0%) (34.3%) (64.0%)

@0s1/2
L ,0s1/2

21# 12.1% 9.0% 0%
(12.3%) (9.5%) (0%)

@0s1/2
L ,0d5/2,0p3/2

21,0p1/2
21# 33.0% 26.6% 6.9%

(35.8%) (30.2%) (8.4%)
1-7
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mon set of the semiempirical single-particle energies is e
ployed in the calculations using variousYN interactions.
Therefore, there are considerable differences in the abso
values of the energy levels between their and our resu
However, as far as we are concerned with the excita
spectra, especially the splittings of the two doublets w
negative parity, our results ofL

16O for the NSC97a-f and
NSC89 potentials are consistent, on the whole, with the
sults obtained by them. As a general feature, our result
the splittings of the two doublets show a little smaller valu
than their results.

We move to the discussion on the dependence of the
culated results on theYN interactions. In our results of th
ground-state doublet inL

16O, the result for the NSC97c is the
most attractive in the NSC97 models, and that for
NSC97f is the least attractive. One may consider that t
tendency is not consistent with results ofL

4 He in a recent
calculation @25#. In that study, the binding energy of th
ground 01 state for the NSC97f is the most attractive, and
the result for the NSC97d is the least attractive. Results fo
the NSC97a-c potentials have not been given in their pap
This question of the inconsistency can be solved by ana
ing matrix elements of ourLN effective interaction.

In Fig. 5, some of the representative matrix elements
the renormalizedLN effective interaction for the NSC97
models are shown. We see that the matrix elements v
almost linearly from the NSC97a to NSC97f . In the shell-
model language, the dominant contribution of the matrix
ement to the ground 01 state in L

4 He should be

^0s1/20s1/2uṽLNu0s1/20s1/2&J50, namely, the spin-single
s-wave interaction. This matrix element for the NSC97f is
the most attractive in the NSC97 models as seen in Fig
and the dependence on theYN interactions is consistent with
the results ofL

4 He. On the other hand, the matrix eleme

^0s1/20s1/2uṽLNu0s1/20s1/2&J51 that represents the spin-triple
s-wave interaction contributes dominantly to the 11 state,
namely, the spin partner of the 01 state inL

4 He. The value of

FIG. 5. Dependence of some of the representative matrix
ments of the renormalized LN effective interaction

^aLbNuṽLNucLdN&J,T51/2 on the NSC97 models inL
16O. The single-

particle states are labeled as 150s1/2, 250p1/2, and 350p3/2.
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this matrix element for the NSC97f is the least attractive in
the NSC97 models. This trend is observed in their results
the 11 state in L

4 He @25#. Therefore, our results are not in
consistent with the results ofL

4 He.
In the calculation of the ground-state doublet with neg

tive parity in L
16O, the other matrix elements in Fig. 5 a

important. These matrix elements include effects of
p-wave interaction in addition to thes-wave one. Thep-wave
interaction also contributes to theL single-particle energy
for the 0s1/2 state, and thus the structure ofL

16O becomes
more complex thanL

4 He. As a result, the energies for th
NSC97c are the most attractive in the NSC97 models inL

16O.
It may be considered that the study ofL

16O is useful to inves-
tigate properties of higher partial-wave interactions such
the p-wave interaction.

Finally, we move back to the discussion on the compa
son of our results and the experimental values. Roug
speaking, the experimental energy levels lie between the
results for the NSC97f and NSC89 potentials. As we men
tioned before, however, effects of the many-body effect
interaction are not included in the present calculation. In
previous study, the effect of the three-body cluster~TBC!
terms on theL single-particle energy inL

17O was investi-
gated@10#. It was confirmed that the TBC terms caused
repulsive contribution of about 1 MeV to theL single-
particle energy for the 0s1/2 state in L

17O for the NSC97f .
This suggests that the TBC effect shifts the energy levels
the negative-parity states inL

16O repulsively to the same ex
tent, if we take into account this effect in the present stu
Thus, the NSC97f potential might be favorable in the
NSC97 models for the calculation forL

16O.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Shell-model calculations forL
17O andL

16O in a large model
space have been performed. By introducing a new mo
space includingSN states, we have calculated effective i
teractions which include theSN-LN coupling terms. As far
as we know, the degrees of freedom ofS in addition toL
and nucleons have been explicitly introduced in the sh
model calculations for the first time. The effective intera
tions and the single-particle energies employed in the sh
model calculations have been microscopically derived fr
the NSC97a– f and NSC89YN interactions and the Pari
NN interaction within the framework of the UMOA.

It has been confirmed that the results of the present sh
model diagonalization forL

17O with the NSC97a-f potentials
agree well with those of our previous study in which t
calculation was performed perturbatively. TheL spin-orbit
splitting energies obtained are 0.44–0.95 MeV for t
NSC97a–NSC97f . These values seem to be considera
larger than the value suggested from the experimental re
of L

13C which has been established recently.
It has been found that a drastic change in the structur

L
16O induced by theS degrees of freedom does not occur
far as we employ the NSC97a– f potentials. TheS degrees
of freedom give rise to a small effect on the first-excit

e-
1-8
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TABLE IV. Matrix elements of the renormalizedLN effective interaction̂ aLbNuṽLNucLdN&J,T51/2 for the NSC97a– f potentials. The
single-particle states are labeled as 150s1/2, 250p1/2, and 350p3/2. All energies are in MeV.

aL bN cL dN J NSC97a NSC97b NSC97c NSC97d NSC97e NSC97f

1 1 1 1 0 20.975 21.467 22.130 23.016 23.542 23.976
1 1 1 1 1 23.109 23.035 22.991 22.795 22.621 22.308
1 2 1 2 0 21.510 21.398 21.233 21.015 20.881 20.771
1 2 1 2 1 20.790 20.791 20.841 20.837 20.803 20.671
1 3 1 2 1 0.516 0.374 0.209 20.054 20.227 20.427
1 3 1 3 1 20.574 20.674 20.839 21.016 21.101 21.102
1 3 1 3 2 21.673 21.619 21.579 21.448 21.337 21.146
2 1 1 2 0 21.583 21.617 21.727 21.750 21.713 21.538
2 1 1 2 1 0.990 0.917 0.817 0.658 0.554 0.449
2 1 1 3 1 21.170 21.306 21.477 21.702 21.832 21.950
2 2 1 1 0 20.083 20.274 20.536 20.883 21.088 21.247
2 2 1 1 1 0.301 0.260 0.261 0.202 0.133 20.019
2 3 1 1 1 21.087 21.052 21.018 20.931 20.865 20.761
2 1 2 1 0 21.783 21.677 21.531 21.317 21.177 21.037
2 1 2 1 1 21.170 21.188 21.258 21.277 21.255 21.129
2 2 2 2 0 0.243 0.166 0.013 20.140 20.211 20.178
2 2 2 2 1 21.271 21.222 21.200 21.098 21.002 20.823
2 3 2 2 1 20.208 20.223 20.227 20.243 20.260 20.300
2 3 2 3 1 21.040 20.961 20.872 20.715 20.605 20.452
2 3 2 3 2 21.142 21.201 21.294 21.382 21.419 21.406
3 1 1 2 1 1.298 1.434 1.603 1.823 1.950 2.062
3 1 1 3 1 20.118 0.051 0.272 0.588 0.784 0.969
3 1 1 3 2 1.433 1.414 1.410 1.353 1.295 1.195
3 2 1 1 1 1.087 1.052 1.018 0.931 0.865 0.761
3 3 1 1 0 20.117 20.388 20.757 21.249 21.538 21.764
3 3 1 1 1 21.163 21.105 21.075 20.961 20.858 20.669
3 1 2 1 1 20.563 20.402 20.211 0.089 0.286 0.507
3 2 2 2 1 0.273 0.287 0.283 0.297 0.314 0.363
3 2 2 3 1 0.947 0.956 0.986 0.982 0.961 0.903
3 2 2 3 2 20.659 20.569 20.457 20.283 20.169 20.050
3 3 2 2 0 20.371 20.648 20.986 21.471 21.771 22.070
3 3 2 2 1 0.933 0.914 0.919 0.886 0.843 0.754
3 3 2 3 1 20.934 20.913 20.898 20.848 20.805 20.735
3 3 2 3 2 0.145 0.245 0.371 0.551 0.663 0.780
3 1 3 1 1 20.646 20.779 20.986 21.221 21.342 21.378
3 1 3 1 2 21.920 21.863 21.822 21.681 21.561 21.352
3 2 3 2 1 20.950 20.865 20.764 20.597 20.486 20.344
3 2 3 2 2 21.084 21.138 21.228 21.310 21.343 21.324
3 3 3 2 1 0.974 0.949 0.932 0.878 0.829 0.749
3 3 3 2 2 20.171 20.275 20.402 20.586 20.702 20.824
3 3 3 3 0 20.043 20.315 20.707 21.203 21.485 21.662
3 3 3 3 1 20.923 20.849 20.809 20.670 20.549 20.323
3 3 3 3 2 20.308 20.352 20.430 20.505 20.540 20.523
3 3 3 3 3 21.738 21.703 21.686 21.597 21.514 21.368
9
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L,
ter-
a-
doublet (12
2 ,21

2) in L
16O. However, if we use the NSC8

potential which has a strongSN-LN interaction, the split-
tings of the ground and first-excited doublets, respectiv
(01

2 ,11
2) and (12

2 ,21
2) are enlarged. The magnitude of th

splitting of the ground-state doublet gradually decrease
0.69–0.11 MeV from the NSC97a to NSC97f . We should
05430
y,

as

note that the 01
2 state lies below the 11

2 state in energy for
the NSC97 models. On the other hand, the 11

2 state is below
the 01

2 state for the NSC89. In the E930 experiment at BN
the magnitude of the ground-state doublet should be de
mined in the near future, which would give useful inform
tion on the underlying properties of theYN interaction.
1-9
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Effects of the parity-mixing intershell coupling on 1\v
excited states have been investigated. It has been found
the parity-mixing intershell coupling plays an important ro
in the structure of the 01

1 and 11
1 states inL

16O with the help
of the NN effective interaction. As a result, the 01

1 and 11
1

states have complex structures. On the other hand, the pa
mixing intershell coupling on the 21

1 state is less active tha
the 01

1 and 11
1 states.

In conclusion, the present shell-model results, especi
the excitation spectra have shown a good agreement with
experimental levels on the whole, even though our calcu
tion method is fully microscopic and does not include a
experimental values and adjustable parameters. The ex
mental levels are between the two results for the NSCf
and NSC89. In the near future, some fine structures oL
hypernuclei reflecting the properties of the underlyingYN
interaction would be revealed experimentally. We hope t
our method will help to bridge between theYN interaction
and theL hypernuclear structure microscopically, and gi
useful constraint to determineYN interactions more realisti
cally.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF LN EFFECTIVE
INTERACTIONS

In Table IV, we tabulate representative matrix elements
the renormalized LN effective interactions for the
NSC97a-f potentials for reference. TheLN means that the
SN channel is not included in the model space in determ
ing the LN effective interactions. The results using the
potentials are tabulated in parentheses in Tables I and II,
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The matrix elements in the 0s and
0p shells are given.
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